Undergraduate Awards

American Institute of Chemists Award
James Booker Mack

Senior Comprehensive Exam Prizes
Alexander Burckle
Jacob Saunders

Walter D. & Grace G. Bonner Memorial Awards
Brandon Bacon  Nathan Brewster
Scott Brewster  Alexander Burckle
Tera Nicolo  Annika Pecchia-Bekkum
Steven Rose  Jacob Saunders

College of Science Research Scholar Award
Alexander Burckle

Phillips Senior Scholars
Sophie Bertram  Min-Ju Choe
Kevin Espenschide  Jeremy Sanchez

Undergraduate Research Awards
James Clegg  Jennifer Edwards
Annika Pecchia-Bekkum  Spencer Thompson

Honors in Chemistry Awards
Brandon Bacon  David Baerger
Carlos Burga  Jennifer Edwards
Sylvia Hu  Tera Nicolo
Annika Pecchia-Bekkum  Steven Rose
Raed Saffarin  Kyle Simonson

Hypercube Scholar Award
Justin Talbot

ACS Division of Analytical Chemistry Award
Courtney Walton

ACS Division of Inorganic Chemistry Award
Brandon Bacon

Election to Beehive Society
Brandon Bacon
Annika Pecchia-Bekkum

Leon Wattery Memorial Awards
Amanda Bischoff  Trevor Erickson
Natascha Knowlton  Timothy Lugger

Laya F. Kесner Awards
Julianne Hatt  Christopher Larios
Michael Larsen  Valerie Martin
Agnieszka Szarzec  Laura Wight

Armantrout Memorial Scholarship
Renee Santa Maria

Departmental Tuition Benefit Scholarships
Ashley Alldredge  Florence Fernandez
Mark Jensen  Kirsten Merrett
Mark O’Dair

The Ronald & Eileen Ragsdale Undergraduate Endowment Scholarships
Ronald & Eileen Ragsdale Scholarship - Aisha Hassan
Mary Ann White Scholarship - McKenna Oney
Edward Eyring Scholarship - Levon Katsakhyan

Reuben Kronstadt Tuition Waiver Scholarship
Natascha Knowlton

Undergraduate Research Scholarships
Natascha Knowlton  Patrick Kolbay
Sarah Tyler

Crocker House Scholarships
Amanda Bischoff  Shwan Javdan
F. Curtis Sudbury

James M. Sugihara Scholarship
Alexandra Kent

Myriad Women in Science Award
Alexandra Kent

Women’s Club Awards
Min-Jee Goh  Jessica Woeppel

Ferdinand A. & Ruth Anderson Peterson Scholarships
Sang Oh  Vinu Reddy

Mack Thomas Rozelle Scholarships
Ashley Alldredge  Ryan Boschert
Maryam Ebrahim  Alexandra Kent
Mark O’Dair  F. Curtis Sudbury

Melvin C. Cannon Scholarship
Shwan Javdan

W. H. Breckenridge Honors Scholarships
Jordan Kattelman  Joshua Visser

Lloyd E. Malm Memorial Awards
Matthew Hadley  Luyi Huang
Emily Lambert  Tyler Mills
Rachel Petragallo  Christian Robert
Lana Smith

Teaching Assistant Awards
Marc Allen  Florence Fernandez

Educational Service Awards
Alexander Engar  Jesse Spencer
Neilson Wagley  Casey White

Kodak Teaching Fellows
Rebekah Edwards  Kirsten Merrett
Annika Pecchia-Bekkum  Hilary Stevens

Graduating with Honors
Summa cum Laude
Brandon Bacon  Alexander Burckle
Steven Rose

Graduating with Honors
Magna cum Laude
James Booker Mack  Tera Nicolo
Annika Pecchia-Bekkum

Graduating with Honors
Cum Laude
Scott Brewer  Min-Ju Choe
Jacob Saunders
Graduate Awards

**Dow Chemical First-Year Scholarships**
Anton Alenko
Erik Hasenoehrl

**Cheves T. Walling Graduate Research Awards**
Na An
Kaid Harper

**Curie Club Graduate Research Award**
Krystal Brown

**Curie Club Graduate Teaching Awards**
Adora Baldwin
Anne Edwards

**Graduate Recruiting Awards**
Michael Dahlby Dan Matthew
Lindsey Pelster Andrew Simonson

**Graduate Poster Session Awards**
Jack DaSilva
Elizabeth Bess Michael Dahlby
Jonathan Herr Brandon McMahon
Nicholas Spiropulos

Faculty/Staff Awards

**Robert W. Parry Teaching Award**
Endowed by the Brady Foundation
Holly Sebahar

**Early Career Teaching Award**
Holly Sebahar

**W.W. Epstein Outstanding Educator Award**
Anita Orendt

**American Association for the Advancement of Science Fellow**
Janis Louie

**Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Award**
Vale Molinero

**University of Utah Distinguished Teaching Award**
Jon Rainer

**Priestly Medal of the American Chemical Society**
Peter Stang

**American Chemical Society Fellow**
Henry White

**Joseph O. Hirschfelder Prize in Theoretical Chemistry**
Jack Simons

**Honor Issue, International Journal of Mass Spectrometry**
Vol 330-332, 2012
Peter Armentrout

Peter Armentrout

**Amgen Young Investigator Award**
Ryan Looper

**Society for Applied Spectroscopy Honorary Membership Award**
Joel Harris

**Staff Service Recognition**

5 Years
Brandon Davis

10 Years
Connie Gorton
Kevin Teaford

15 Years
Shawn Laughlin

25 Years
Shawn Darby